
Stonehenge Storybook

The Story of the Giant Stones on Salisbury Plain

Layers of Learning



During the Stone Age in ancient Europe, many people lived in small 
villages with simple huts or in caves or stone houses.  They harvested grain 

and kept animals.  They used tools made from wood and bones.  
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The people got together to build special monuments, temples, and burial 
mounds near their villages.  Archaeologists believe they were used in 

religious ceremonies.  This is a burial mound called a barrow.  Important 
people were buried in barrows with tools, weapons, and other useful things 

they thought they would need in the next life.    

Draw some things 
that might be 

buried under this 
barrow.
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They also built wood and stone circles.  Stonehenge is the most famous of all 
the stone circles.  No one knows for sure what it was for or why the people of 
ancient Europe built it.  Perhaps it was a temple, a star observatory, a burial 
site, or even a giant calendar.  We just don’t know.  The circles must have 
been important to the people because they were a lot of work to build.

I think Stonehenge was a:
 Temple
 Star observatory
 Burial site
 Giant calendar
 ________________
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To build stone circles like Stonehenge, some of the stones were 
transported a long way – over 200 miles!  The stones weighed several 

tons.  They were brought by boat and then rolled along the land on logs.

Draw some fish 
in the river.
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The stones were chiseled, shaped, and smoothed to make them fit 
together just right.  They were raised into place using levers, platforms, 
and ropes.  It was hard work.  The stones that stood upright are called 

sarsen stones.  The ones across the top are called lintels.

lintel

sarsen 
stones
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When Stonehenge was complete, it probably looked like this.  Over the 
years some of the stones have fallen or have gone missing.  Archaeologists 
have used jacks and pulleys to fix some of the fallen stones.  Lots of people 
go visit this famous circle of stones on Salisbury Plain in England every year.  

Would you like to visit Stonehenge?  Circle your answer.

YES NO
Layers of Learning



Draw a picture of 
yourself standing by 
the giant stones of 
Stonehenge.  The 

largest stones on the 
circle stand about 
30 feet high.  How 

tall are you by 
comparison?

What is the most interesting thing you learned about Stonehenge?

The_most_interesting_thing_I_learned 
about_Stonehenge_is_                 
_____________________________________ 
_____________________________         
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